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FOREWORD
Winifred Jackson
HTO be publishing a Journal so soon after our last most successful,
but expensive, venture is a triumph for our Hon. Editor, N.
Morin, who has found a solution to the financial problem. That
there is much to report is greatly to the credit of the Club, which has
not only maintained its tradition of a high standard of climbing on
British hills, but has also an increasing number of members who
are organising or taking part in expeditions to more dramatic and
exacting mountains abroad. Their accounts should make stimulating reading in this and future Journals.
Attendance at Meets has shown a steady increase, reaching,
apart from Dinner Meets, what may be a record, when thirty members were present last Easter at the Club Hut. There has been a
request for an August Meet in Great Britain, and if it proves feasible
to organise this, and to keep up the tradition of Alpine Meets, it
will be an excellent sign of our increasing, and increasingly active,
membership. Such efforts throw a great deal of work on the leaders,
and it would be helpful if more people were willing to undertake the
responsibility. Our thanks are due to those who volunteered last
year, especially to M. Godward and D. Gravina who between them
organised four meets including the very successful one in the
Dauphine.
The Hut continues to be a source of mingled pleasure and
anxiety. It is sufficiently temperamental to prevent us becoming
too 'soft', in spite of all its improvements and A. Flew's very
careful management. But the real anxiety is the threat that it may
disappear altogether if the hydro-electric schemes are revived.
Apparently they are not so dead as we had hoped. It all helps to
prevent us from becoming too complacent.
The number of members is just over 130 and it is a sign of the
times that few now join in the hope of getting training. Many of
our recruits are not only trained, but already accomplished climbers,
and whereas it used to be the exception to apply immediately for
full membership, many now wish to do so.
By Dr. Corbett's death last summer the Club was deprived of
one of the most active and lovable of our Founder Members. The
last memory of her that many will cherish, was her quiet cheerfulness at the 1960 Dinner Meet at Coniston. Many of her friends who
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were unable to attend the Anniversary Meet last November, when
Dr. Corbett's ashes were scattered on the mountains that gave her
so much pleasure, wrote instead. Their letters are a wonderful
tribute to a charming personality.
It only remains for me to wish the Club a Happy Birthday, and
to remind it that 'life begins at forty'.
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PERIOD TRIPTYCH
Elsie McXaught

Feeling the Way

What Next?

Quite Easy!
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FORTY YEARS BACK
Dorothy Pilley Richards
T N those unimaginable times, of course, there was no rain; sun
always shone on the hawthorn perfect weather for climbing.
But how to climb? Climbers were mythical giants, not people you
knew. They hung on the walls of Pen-y-Gwryd, Ogwen and Pen-yPass. We, on family holiday in Beddgelert, felt we belonged
definitely to a lesser breed. Beddgelert, however, noisily and
collectively, disapproved of people who risked their necks. Besides,
dear Pinnaclers, to escape condemnation I used to walk out of the
village in a green tweed skirt over baggy knickerbockers well hidden
till the foot of the climb. This outfit had been beautifully made by
my mother.
Walking up and down Nant Gwynant on the old road, how
often I gazed across the bracken dell in which the future home of
the Pinnacle Club was nestling. But in those days there was never
anyone, male or female, in the landscape to climb with. This was a
couple of years before I met Pat Kelly or any other woman climber.
Walk, of course, you could, alone or with school friends. It was
Herbert Carr who first shewed me rockclimbing. When he broke
his leg with me high up on Lliwedd's West Peak (Climbing Days p.7)
I was at an utter loss. Who could I find to come up such climbs as
I could lead ? Some thought these gymnastics plain silly. My brother
Will called it "a mug's game". Others said they knew better ways
of suicide. I had a Beau who did himself down by saying that it
would be more fun to go somewhere pleasant on his motor-bicycle.
He had begun very well by bringing me up from Beddgelert where
I was stuck to Nant Gwynant. But he wouldn't even climb over a
sheep-wall with me on my way to Lockwood's Chimney. So that
was that! He was soon forgotten.
I won't say I didn't wonder, in the heart of its black recesses,
what I was doing there alone; but when the letter box let me out to
that perch, then I was like an eagle restored. With all Gwynant and
its rhododendrons below me, doubts fled. Something had happened
that couldn't ever be reversed.
All this was long before the Pinnacle Club was thought of. I
had to learn almost all I knew from books, W. P. Haskett Smith,
George Abraham and J. M. Archer Thompson. They went to my
head! I had to put on as much of an air of the expert as I could
9
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muster and visit Arthur Beale's shop in Shaftesbury Avenue to buy
an Alpine rope with the right red strand threaded through it. I used
to go up Moel Hebog or Cnicht alone and sit down with map and
compass to memorize all the peaks and valleys in sight and work
out their bearings so that I might be ready when that terror of
Beddgelert, the FOG, dropped down to blot out every landmark.
Technique began to fascinate me and how it changes! Now,
as I look back, it seems that every batch of climbers starts, more or
less, where its forerunners faded out; the flamboyance of the
moment is fed from past enterprise. What is the Ordinary on the
Milestone now? Beneath notice. In the days of long ago, before
there were any Directs or Super Directs etc., but only a Rowan
Route and an Ivy Chimney lovely verdant names, and, in those
days, verdant recesses! "the Milestone'' was one's stand-by. How
to coax a string of novices up it! Family and friends preferred
comfortable picnics by Llyn Dinas. Mostly, it was a needed lesson
in management. No doubt all this is a thing of the past. Nowadays
no one lies down and hugs the rocks and in panic begs to be left
there. What do you do then? That was a question I had early to
deal with. But don't ask me for general advice on such an individual problem. The outcome can easily be yet another enthusiastic
mountaineer!
My cousin Elsie McNaught used, with amused tolerance, to
second me in some of these trips and one evening at. Pen-y-Gwryd
we actually dined with an Alpine climber who had traversed the
Grand Combin. Imagine! His description of the descent, a rope
of three dashing, forwards or backwards, to the shelter of the great
seracs as the avalanches thundered down, set us open-mouthed with
admiration. How the roped three simultaneously decided which
way to run, when half-way across the danger-zone, baffled me. He
did me a drawing in my diary of such horror that Whymper's scenes
looked tame afterwards. The next day he led us up the North Gully,
Tryfan, of which my cousin that evening did the accompanying
depiction, here inserted as an authentic period piece.
That was the tail end of the Gully Epoch. Oh those wet gullies!
My nice woolly white cap (now at last in fashion again) would get all
green with mossy slime. So would my white flannel blouse. The
tall riding-style boots would fill with the gully stream and squelch
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all the way home. Sensible relatives would urge me towards a cosy
day by the fire. But there were still so many unclimbed rocks!
There were degrees of wet: damp, just wet, and soaking when
every garment had to be wrung out. You would get back to London
with a rucksack full of clotted clothing. Burying your face in their
earthy humidity you would be transported back to the hills. But it
was in vain that I tried to enlist my mother's sympathy with these
delicate feelings. "Isn't it a divine mountain smell?" At which
she recoiled with an exclamation: '' Take those smelly things away!
Get them washed at once!"
I think the first real woman climber I met was Mrs. Daniell
(E. H. Young), who was one of our original members, a generous
benefactor to the Club and a very human and sensitive novelist.
She was neat, light and trim in her movements as a bird, red-haired
and freckled, trenchant in speech and highly observant completely
mistress of slabs at a time when many climbers were most at home
in gullies. She would disport herself always as ready to descend
as to ascend on the Idwal Slabs, climbing up and down pitches to
be described and named decades later. In her epoch how many
women led first ascents such as Hope? It was originally "Minerva"
to mark that it came from feminine skill and prudence.
Of the men mountaineers of those days easily the most striking
was Geoffrey Winthrop Young dominating Pen-y-Pass at his
chosen seasons and identifiable from afar by the immense black beret
he wore. In a later year I had the luck to watch, from its neighbouring buttress, a great day in even his climbing career: his doing
the Gashed Crag Route on his first return to Wales after losing his
leg. Earlier, rumours of the pace his parties had travelled at used
to inspire my laggardly heels. To mountaineers of my generation
his death came as a reminder of an age that is past.
Down in Beddgelert, Ogwen, in general estimation, was a
terrible place: terrible for its storms, the horror of its scenery, the
roughness of the accommodation and the wildness of its environs.
It might have been as remote as the Vallot Hut.
Access to mountains! What worried us was much less the legal
than the physical, geographical barrier. At bottom, it was the
transport, the time and the cash shortage. How to get, say, from
Beddgelert which the family really thought was the mountains
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to the Carnedds, or Tryfan or the Glyders. A hard problem in those
days of few cars. Much worse still, how, at New Year, to get up
from London to Ogwen. A train would drop you about nightfall at
Bangor. Arrangements had to be made by letter as there was no
telephone and a 6d. telegram meant an unwilling boy on a bicycle
who took his time and asked a whole shilling! The letter would
probably produce Mr. John Jones, tenant of Ty Gwyn and of Lake
Ogwen Cottage, and husband of the famous Mrs. Jones, nutcrackerfaced and shrill but of kindly nature.
The winter drive-up to Ogwen in those days turned into a
substantial part of the whole ecstatic, epoch-making, unforgettableunforgotten, apocalyptic thing a climbing holiday then was. You
would mount into an open waggonet, well-defended, you hoped, by
greatcoat and muffler, and clomp, clomp, clomp off through the
streets of Bangor to the stately rhythm of Mr. Jones' horse, whose
gait to your impatient ears always had more walk in it than anything else. Slowly your dark-adapted eyes untroubled by the
flickering gleam of the carriage lamps brushing along the hedgerows
would begin to pick up the conjectural lines of the mountains your
soul was a-thirst for. Usually they dissolved into mere local
landscape, a shoulder of pasture, a rampart of woods, or the
night-enobled outline of a slate tip.
By Bethesda you seemed to have been journeying for a life-time
and would climb down from the waggonet stiff with frost, and
wondering what other climbing you could ever do to take a cup of
tea while Mr. Jones suddenly led off his pedestrian horse to have
"sharps" fitted, with which to deal with the icy crusts on the road
ahead.
Re-enthroned in the waggonet and breathing consciously deep
of the iced mountain air (and the basal tang of the slate-quarries )
the same old clomp, clomp, with occasional fireworks from the
"sharps", conveyed your aching soul in due leisure not to say
through a purgatorial series of postponements to a moment when
unbelievably the Glyders and Y Garn were before you and Tryfan
actually looming up to the left. A hubbub of waters competed with
the grind of the carriage wheels. You were crossing the bridge. Idwal
torrent sang on the right. The long reaches of the Lake gleamed (to
the eye of imagination) on the left and you were THERE!
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Very often, in those days, in winter, there would be no one
whatever to share the singularly quiet and cosy comforts of the
Cottage. And, if you set off to cross, say, to Nant Gwynant, Mr.
Jones (who liked to have more parties than one staying at the
Cottage, because he could then mix what was left of their tea and
their coffee and enjoy his favourite beverage) would caution you as
you set out. "You haven't even a stick with you! If you fall into
some hole, yes indeed, how will you get out without it?" Strange
how he thought of the mountains which have become such different
things to us. Strange too that none of those native mountain people
seemed in the least curious as to what we were about.
In those days, before the scratches replaced the footholds, the
East Face of Try fan often felt as if no one had been on it before.
Wandering about, linking up ledge with ledge, you would only
intermittently know which route you might be on. Then it was:
"Can I get up?" not "Has somebody been?" What fun to have
one's own combinations a kind of play that higher standards have
stamped out: the nursery floor can't compete now with the playing
field. In those days it could. Mountaineering too, I suppose, had
to grow7 up. Having now fully grown-up, what then ?
In those days we looked back to the giants of old, fabulous
Owen Glynne Jones chief among them and before a portrait in the
Ogwen dining room shivered at the thought of that prowess.
Maybe it is better to wonder how tame the girls of to-morrow will be
finding the Holly Tree Wall? We were the lucky ones, though, we
thought, as we cleaned away the bulges of turf on that first ascent,
that Whitsun in 1918.
And the finding of the way down in cloud at dusk: near
Castel y Gwynt, for example, with the humiliating 10 mile night
tramp that could be the price of a mistake. How the heavy nailing
then in vogue "ripped forth rackfire" from the macadam, in the
dark. But that is perhaps a pleasure that is livelier in recollection's
eye. Finding the way, \vhen the main ways across the mountains
were lines of sparse cairns (over Waen O'er or "the P.y.G. Track")
not rubble gullies through the turf, went hand in hand with the long
solitary rambles and pensive sessions on summit rocks. Alone, on
Crib Goch, with hardly a ghostly that any other party would come
by the queerness of the feelings that had pushed you up there had
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a real opportunity to be explored. Climbing was all sorts of simple,
competitive and sporting things between oneself and others, no
doubt; between one's selves as much but there were Wordsworthian
inexplicables in it too. They could be felt fleetingly, at a moment
on a crag, at the top of a new long-dreaded pitch, or on a rainy
visit to Ysgolion Duon, where suddenly, between belts of cloud,
black and wet 'precipices show untrodden green'. But a summit,
clear or clouded, is for every sort of reason, whatever sick souls may
invent, the place of musings. And the musings in turn have somehow a power of investing the whole region, for the muser, with
whatever it is that can make later visits a pilgrimage: fifty years on,
maybe when rock-climbing is out of the question and the differences
between the Monolith Crack and the Angular Chimney have grown
exceedingly remote.
At any moment something can take the possibility of further
climbing from you. It was the 9th November, 1958, in New
England, that a drunken driver swinging across the traffic piled up
a car wreck into which we had to ram.
There is a limit to what a ruined hip-joint can be made to do.
As the Magdalen Porter said to me next year: ' Madam, the flesh is
weak!' A million other eventualities can have a similar result.
Meanwhile, therefore, make the most of it. And each of us, for
herself, must work out what that most may be.
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EXPEDITION TO CHO OYU
Dorothea Gravina
pEOPLE often ask just how we got involved in this Expedition;
honestly I don't know how it happened. We had been talking
vaguely for some months about going to the Himalaya to explore a
few passes and a small peak or two, but there we stuck. Then all of
a sudden we found ourselves snapped up and taken over as part of
this large International Expedition, and instead of our modest little
peaks and passes we were to tackle one of the giants, Cho Oyu,
26,750 ft., lying about 20 miles north west of Everest. This was all
a bit bewildering but with a leader as dynamic as Claude Kogan
one does not argue about details. We just plunged into preparations.
Margaret Darvall took on all the secretarial work at the British end,
a formidable job with international complications and express letters
underlined in red flying back and forth. Her secretarial pupils must
have had a surprising grounding in Expedition work.
In the meantime Eileen Gregory, the third British member
had become Mrs. Healey, but to our joy she was still coming with
us. We also heard vaguely that Sherpa Tensing's family were to
join the Expedition.
Margaret and I set off by boat from Marseilles at the beginning
of July, 1959, seen off by our leader Claude Kogan, and Micheline
Rambaud, another French member, in charge of photography We
got used to saying goodbye to Claude about six times on the gangway for the benefit of the Press.
Famous last words from Claude, "Everything is in order in
Bombay, you will be met by the agent who has all the necessary
papers for the luggage." We were not met and there were no papers:
a still-unsolved mystery. But our luck was in and in six hectic days
our vast mound of luggage was safely stowed on the train and we
were puffing along through India towards Lucknow. It was all so
incredibly exciting, so many new experiences and sights and sounds,
and then over the border into Nepal and out of the train at last.
Simra Airport. It sounded very grand. There were four poles
and a thatched roof and-an elephant wandering round in a rough
field surrounded by jungle reputed to be full of tigers; and that was
all, except for the sizzling heat and the heavy monsoon clouds. A
small silver plane dropped out- of the sky, the pilot looked at the
weather he thought he could do one trip into Katmandu but
17
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doubted if a second one would be possible that day, but perhaps the
next. I thought about those tigers as I watched the plane vanish
out of sight with Margaret, half the luggage and two Sherpas; but
after all we had some very useful boxes which would make a fine
anti-tiger defence if necessary. But it wasn't. Down came the plane
again, and soon we were soaring over the jungle and foothills and
bumping through the hail and inky black clouds. Silting in the nose
of the plane with the pilots it was very dramatic to see the whole
wide Katmandu valley below, dotted about with some very ancient
looking towns, and finally to drop out of the clouds on to the pockethandkerchief landing ground. It was August 5th as planned; we
could hardly believe it.
We camped in the grounds of the Indian Embassy, and everyone was extraordinarily kind. Tensing arrived with his two
daughters Pem Pern and Nima, and his niece Douma, and from then
on did everything in his power to help us, choosing porters, buying
in vast quantities of stores in the market, making up the loads and
all the other thousand and one jobs. He was a tower of strength
and such a delightful person to work with. We also had a lot of
gaiety and altogether a most amusing fortnight.
On August 18th the rest of the party flew in from Paris, Claude
Kogan, our leader; Claudine Van der Straten, a Belgian ski
champion; Lo-ulou Boulaz, the well-known Swiss climber; Micheline
Rambaud the photographer; Jeanne Franco from Chamoniz, wife
of Jean who runs the Alpine Climbing School there and is himself
an experienced Himalayan climber; and Colette Le Bret, French,
our doctor. The party was complete. Two days later we were off,
splashing through the pouring rain and slippery paddy fields, a gay
band with our red rain capes and umbrellas.
Soon we had settled down to the regular rhythm of the approach
march as if we had known no other life. Each day was the same and
yet different, days of enchantment walking through this fascinating
and lovely land. Nepal is on a huge scale, range upon tangled range
of hills, rushing rivers in the valleys between, terrace upon terrace
of rice wherever rice will grow, every tiny patch of land planted and
cared for. Up through forests of rhododendron, down rocky paths,
through villages of clay houses set about with banana trees, maize
and poinsettias, over the tops of great rolling grass hills, up and
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down, up and down, day after day.
The day would start with a cup of tea at 6-30 a.m. brought
round by our Sherpas who would then sit waiting patiently for us to
dress so that they could pack up our kit-bags, stow the tents and
pack the lot off on the porters. Then breakfast with the entire village
population squatting round, watching everything we did or ate.
Then the porters setting off in little groups with their loads, and
finally we too would set out along another day's stretch. Lunch
on the banks of some river and a plunge into the wonderful water,
so lovely on those hot marches, with a few astonished locals looking
on, never having seen a bevy of mem-sahibs wallowing like water
buffaloes before. We would wash our smalls which soon dried on
the hot rocks; or our hair, a major undertaking for Pern Pern whose
black shiny locks came down to her knees. And then on again till
the next camp-site was reached about 3 p.m. The tents would go
up as the porters came in and soon the smoke was rising from a
dozen camp-fires as they cooked their evening meal and the blue
shadows creeping up from the valleys and the distant hills turning
from gold to blue and then darkness and the shadowy figures round
the kitchen fire.
"Khana ready, mem-sahib!", the joyful cry and battering of
a pan lid and we would all crowd into the mess-tent like sardines in
a tin, with 12 of us and our liaison officer Sharma, always charming
and non-committal. Plates piled high with rice and curry served
by our ever cheerful Sherpas, to the roaring of the pressure lamp;
everything was always curry whatever came out of the pot. There
was a babel of languages French, English, Nepali, Hindi, but
above all French, which some understood but some didn't; the
French busy teaching Eileen some terrible words and Eileen assuring
them that when at a loss for an adjective in English always use the
one beginning with b . . . Finally into our sleeping bags, scribbling
diaries by the light of a guttering candle, and the quiet of the night
except when the leeches came creeping along the ridge of the tent,
to drop with unerring aim on one's face. Margaret slept peacefully
with one affectionately attached to her nose.
We had about three days of leeches; they just waited for us on
the wet grass or twigs and stuck on to any bare flesh as one went by
unpleasant but harmless.
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One day going up through steep forest we saw a porter sitting
on the path with his cloak over his head. Was he ill or what ? I saw
Claude and some Sherpas diving headlong into the bushes, and
heard her shouting that she had a bee in her hair. As I disentangled
an enormous great yellow thing they were on us, clouds of hornets
bigger than anything I had ever seen, with a great snorkel thing
sticking out in front, stinging us mercilessly through everything, and
such painful stings too. I have never run so fast in my life but even
so was stung from top to toe. Those with a lot of stings on their
heads were quite laid out. Camp that evening looked like a battlefield, and sitting down was a painful process for many a day.
It rained most afternoons but we had had glimpses of distant
snowy peaks and were now rising steadily. The landscape was
rockier and less lush. There were prayer flags at the entrances to
villages and stones carved with prayers in Tibetan characters in the
middle of our tracks.
At last, on September 5th, we reached the chief Sherpa village
of Namche Bazar, famous from the Everest expeditions that have
passed that way. Here the ways divide, Everest to the right, Cho
Oyu to the left or north. We camped just above the village and paid
off the Nepali porters. Then followed five days of traditional hospitality, in the Sherpa houses, dance and song and much flowing of
chang and rakshi and good cheer. Eileen banished tea from her life
for ever chang was the stuff. The Tensing girls were invaluable as
interpreters, even Jeanne changed from chanting English verbs to
Sherpa greetings.
It rained steadily. Claude decided it was useless to move on
higher into the snows till the weather improved. Seven of us walked
up to Thyangboche Monastery and arrived soaked to the skin and
very cold. We were intrigued to see a pair of P.A.'s appearing
under the robes of one of the Lamas and many other odd relics of
expeditions such as Nescafe and ginger biscuits. We were given a
wonderful meal that night in the guest room furnished with beautiful
Tibetan rugs but were firmly led away from the monastery precincts
at bed time to a beautiful tent that would have looked all right at
Agincourt. All the Lamas lined the inside in serried ranks while our
sherpas laid out our sleeping bags in rows and we climbed in and they
vanished back to their monastery. It was a truly splendid occasion.
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Very early next morning the clouds had lifted and some of us
had caught a glimpse of the summit of Everest behind the forbidding
Nuptse-Lhotse wall. We had a charming interview with the head
Lama, sitting and drinking Tibetan tea out of lovely silver mounted
cups and then blessed with the traditional yellow string knotted
round our necks. This we wore for the following three days and
even longer.
We left Namche on September l()th having taken on more of
the local toughs as porters. The way now grew more and more
barren and ever more beautiful, icy peaks rising up in all directions.
This was yak country and we passed many groups of these always
melancholy animals, with their long black hair and their tiny feet,
looking like animated hearth rugs. Both ends look alike. One can
never be sure till it moves if one is looking at the north or south end
of a yak. We bought one in Namche and it walked sadly with us to
Base Camp where it was most basely slain behind a rock and put in
the freezer.
Two days of vast moraines, an inextricable jumble of rocks
and ice and then on September 14th up on to the glacier and actually
standing on that mythical pass, the Nangpa La at 1H.OOO feet and
looking down across the purple arid plains of Tibet. Incredibly
difficult to believe that it was really true! Another great and
exciting moment came later when we went down the glacier a little
way, turned north-east and saw our mountain Cho Oyu for the first
time, towering up into the sky, massive, shining, challenging. We
made our Base Camp on the moraine at the foot of the mountain at
1 (.),()()() feet. This is an awkward height, too high for a base but there
is no alternative. Claude, Claudine and Eileen seemed unaffected
by the altitude, the rest of us were in various suffering stages. It
took all one's resolution to totter from one end of camp to the other
or to do any kind of work that involved effort. The sight of fried
yak swimming in grease and its innards hung up in the Sherpa
kitchen was just too much, and I fled ignominiously.
The next few days were fully occupied packing food boxes for
the upper camps, sorting gear, and stores. Then most of us set out
upwards for an acclimatising walk to the Col at just under 120,000
ft. The really fit ones, Claude, Claudine, Eileen and the Tensing
girls and the Sherpas went on down the other side of the glacier to
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find a good site for Camp 1. Jeanne and I, both rather long in the
tooth, scrambled a bit along the ridge to encourage our altitude legs,
to the rocky Point of the Two Muttons. All returned to base.
We had noticed the effort it was for Loulou to drag herself up
to the Col. She had suffered uncomplainingly all the march in on
her scarred, frost-bitten feet and the altitude was the last straw, but
as usual she battled pluckily on.
By September 19th the first party consisting of Claude,
Claudine, Eileen and Jeanne with the loaded Sherpas had disappeared upwards to establish and stay at Camp 1. The serious
part of the expedition had begun. Next day they pushed on up a
long snow ridge to make Camp 2 in a good sheltered hollow at the
foot of the Ice Cliff. Pern Pern, Loulou and I left Base for Camp 1
that day while Margaret and Colette went once more to the Col and
back to Base. Loulou was no better, but she struggled up and
reached Camp 1 all right. Jeanne and Eileen on their way down to
Base reported that Claude and Claudine were staying on at Camp 2
to hack a way up the ice cliff and put in the fixed ropes necessary
for the laden Sherpas. Eileen decided to remain with us at
Camp 1. We had a terrific squash with three of us in the small
altitude tent. We fed Loulou on soup but she seemed uninterested
in anything.
Claude and Claudine did a splendid job on the Ice Cliff and
came down triumphant on the 22nd. Eileen and I on our way up
to Camp 2 met them and exchanged news; we were very worried
about Loulou. We had a splendid time at Camp 2 with a most
magnificent view of peaks and during the next two days made a fine
ice cave big enough to sleep five.
Then we got a note from Claude to say that Loulou had had to
be taken down to Base and the doctor had ordered her down to
Namche immediately. Margaret also had swollen legs from altitude
and had to go down. It was all too sad and very disappointing for
them both.
Eileen discovered half a bottle of whisky at Camp 2 and poured
it into a tin that had contained dehydrated sprouts. During the
night we were both awake and she handed me the tin for a nip. To
my surprise I found myself drinking sprouts!
Once the sun goes down at these altitudes the cold is perishing
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and one dives into any available duvets. Nothing would winkle us
out of our sleeping bags in the morning till the life-giving sun showed
on the tent. After that it can be shirt sleeves if the wind isn't blowing. It's a great life perched up there, provided one is feeling fit
enough to eat.
We went down to Base again and Claudine and Jeanne went off
to set up Camp 3. One does a lot of this trundling up and down
from Camp to Camp, seeing to stores and gear, and the more one can
do of it the sooner one is acclimatised. On September 26th, Claude
and Eileen left Base to go up to Camp 3; Jeanne and Claudine
came down. Claude stayed writing and setting her personal affairs
in order and I watched her for the last time going up the scree ridge,
so tiny in that vast landscape. She never came down again. The
girls too had gone up to sleep at Camp 1.
I found Jeanne and Eileen at Camp 1 and soon the girls came
down on their way to Base. They got lost in the clouds among the
crevasses so Jeanne and I guided them into Camp and nearly lost
Camp 1 ourselves in the process.
We communicated from Camp to Camp by notes carried by
anyone on the move. On September 30th I was again at Camp 2
and found a note from Claude to say Claudine had gone on to find
a site for Camp 4, the last Camp at 24,000 feet. They would both
go up and sleep there next day. I was to move up to Camp 3 with
stores and a tent and stock it properly. So on October 1st I set off
with a Sherpa and a tent and rucksacks full of those wonderfully
light dehydrated foods. The weather was unsettled it had snowed
at intervals and the clouds were down, but we pushed on up the Ice
Cliff and came to a sheltered little camp site known as Depot 3. The
weather was getting worse. A Sherpa had come down with a note
from Claude to say they had hoped to have a shot at the summit,
but the snow was too deep and the weather too bad; that they were
in safety with enough supplies but all very tired so w-ould rest next
day. She wanted Wongdi, our Sirdar and another good Sherpa to
go up. Would I follow up as soon as I could with Eileen or Jeanne?
As we came out on to the open face of the mountain the full
force of the weather met us. Visibility was very poor and the track
had vanished. We decided to return to Camp 2 and wait for the
weather to improve. We pitched the tent at Depot 3, stowed the
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stores inside, and then made our way down. We had difficulty in
finding the top of the Ice Cliff in that wall of whiteness.
It snowed all night. Next day, Wongdi and Tchewong set off
early to Camp 4, the plan being to bring Claude and Claudine down
to Camp 2 to rest there till the weather improved. The girls had
come up again to Camp *2 but we were anxious to clear this camp to
make room in the Ice Cave for the top party. It was useless for me
to go up, the Sherpas would move much faster without me, so reluctantly I moved down. Just above Camp 1 a small avalanche slid
past the girls, and my unease turned to acute anxiety.
We cleared Camp 1, it was no place to linger. As we reached
the Col, avalanches began roaring down in all directions. We hoped
against hope that the top party had reached the safety of Camp 2, or
at least Depot 3. We were soon to know.
That evening we heard a shout up the mountain. "Wongdi's
voice", we said. The Sherpas brought him in utterly exhausted and
with frozen hands. They had made good time that morning to above
Camp 3 and then an avalanche started at their feet and swept them
both down. After two hours struggle Wongdi managed to free himself from his rope and rucksack, but was unable to find Tchewong
who was too deeply buried.
There was nothing we could do. Either those at Camp 4 were
in safety, as they had said, or else they were already past help.
Avalanches fell all night.
Next day we managed to get to the Col. The route up was
sufficiently clear to above Camp 2 to see with glasses that no one had
come down the fixed ropes. The snow was very unstable everywhere.
Two days later we set off up once more to see what had happened. All hope had gone. Jeanne, Eileen, Colette and I reached
Camp 2 but the snow was very unsafe. On October llth Jeanne and
I and Phu Dorje slept at Depot 3 which was as we had left it. Three
Sherpas had gone ahead. We pushed on to Camp 3 but it had
vanished, just the red rope lying on the snow where Wongdi had got
out. On up to Camp 4. Nothing but spent avalanches, not a sign
that any human being had ever been there.
It was a perfect day, deep blue sky, the shining summit just
above us and magnificent peaks in all directions. At last the weather
had settled.
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The N.E. ridge is outlined on the left
Photo: John Jackson
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AMA DABLAM, 19^9
Nea Morin
\\ ANY accounts of this expedition have been written, and I do
not propose to repeat at length what is already well known. At
the same time I feel that some record should be included in this
Journal, hence the following brief resume.
The party consisted of Emlyn Jones, leader; Frederic Jackson,
doctor; Mike Harris, physicist, in charge of equipment; George
Eraser, Engineer, in charge of food; Ted Wrangham, official photographer; myself, and a Nepalese liaison officer Lt. Gadul Shumsher
J. B. Rana. Our Sirdar was Dawa Tensing, and our high altitude
Sherpa porters were Annullu (Dawa's brother), Urkien, who was
also our cook, and Pemba Tensing. We had with us as well two
young Sherpa lads, Nima Dorje and Pinuri, who looked after us in
Base Camp, but did not go high on the mountain.
Our objective was Ama Dablam, 22,494 ft., situated in eastern
Nepal a few miles south of Everest. The route by which we hoped
to climb the mountain lay up the N.E. ridge. There had been one
previous attempt on Ama Dablam, by an Anglo-Italian party led by
Alfred Gregory, and they reached a height of about 20,000 ft. on the
S.W. ridge.
We left Kathmandu on March 29th with 72 Tamang porters to
carry our two tons of food and equipment. We reached Namche
Bazar on April 13th and, by April 24th, the whole party was
assembled at Base Camp, 16,500 ft., at the foot of the N.E. ridge of
Ama Dablam.
During the first stage a route was found up the ridge to 17,800
ft. where Camp I was sited. At first all loads had to be hauled up
400 feet of extremely smooth, steep slabs immediately below the
camp site. Subsequently a rope ladder was constructed, and when
this was in position the three Sherpas Annullu, Urkien and Pemba
Tensing, carried 30 Ib. loads up this section. On May 1st the day
the ladder was put in position a party slept at Camp I. Between
May 1st and 9th a route was found on up the ridge; Camp II at
19,200 ft. was established and stocked, one tent was put up at Camp
III, 19,800 ft., and Mike and George pushed a reconnaissance right
to the top of the 45° Ridge to approximately 20,800 ft. immediately
below the beginning of the Ice Ridge. But now George was ill and
everyone returned to Base Camp for a few days. The doctor
27
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diagnosed pneumonia, the appropriate pills were administered and
George made a very rapid recovery. After five days in Base Camp
he was pronounced fit and able to start up the mountain again.
Meanwhile Mike and Ted returned to the attack on May 13th
with Urkien and Annullu. They took further supplies up and
established themselves at Camp III while Urkien and Annullu
occupied Camp II. On May 15th George, Emlyn, Fred and Pemba
Tensing went up to Camp I and on the 16th to Camp II. On May
17th George and Urkien joined Mike and Ted at Camp III. On May
18th Mike and George set out from Camp III taking with them food
for five days and one light-weight tent. They slept that night near
the top of the 45° Ridge, probably at about 20,600 ft., thus making
a temporary Camp IV. Meanwhile Emlyn and Annullu had joined
Ted and Urkien in support at Camp III. At Camp II Fred Jackson
had shown signs of heart trouble and had been obliged to return to
Base with Pemba Tensing, thus leaving Camp II untenanted.
On May 19th Mike and George moved on from their temporary
Camp IV, taking their tent with them. By 12 o'clock they had
disappeared from sight behind the Ice Ridge and we did not see them
again that day. They must have been fully occupied in finding a
site for their tent Camp V probably at about 21,000 ft.
On May 20th we saw Mike and George preparing the route on
an ice pyramid high up on the Ice Ridge. By 4-30 in the afternoon
they were down again and I watched them disappear behind the Ice
Ridge to where they must have had their Camp V.
On May 21st, Mike and George were evidently making their bid
for the summit. By 8 o'clock they were on the Ice Pyramid where
we had seen them the previous day; they were moving rapidly and
by 8-30 they had disappeared from sight. The height of the Pyramid
must be in the region of 21,500 ft. this left them a thousand feet in
height to the summit of Ama Dablam at 22,500 ft. They were both
going splendidly, it was a brilliantly fine day, and it seemed that all
was set for final victory.
To get a better view I climbed up Ambu Gyabjen (about 19,000
ft.), but I started late and by the time I reached the top clouds had
obscured the upper slopes of Ama Dablam and Mike and George
were never seen again. That evening the clouds all cleared away
and it was a brilliantly fine moonlight night the night before full
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moon. Next day, May 22nd, was fine and clear but we down at
Base Camp saw no sign of movement on the mountain either at
Camp III or above, although we watched through the glasses all
day We were puzzled. It was warm and there was the rumble of
avalanches on all sides. Everest looked blacker than we had yet
seen it. That night I could not sleep I wrote in my diary 'Getting
worried'. Everest and Ama Dablam looked fantastic in the light of
the full moon. Later in the night a thick mist blanketed everything.
Throughout May 22nd the support party remained at Camp
III, but by the morning of May 23rd the weather on the mountain
had become bad. They realised that something had gone wrong,
but they now had to get down themselves. Conditions were so bad
that it took them all day to descend the 600 ft. to Camp II. They
remained at Camp II during the 24th, hoping that Mike and George
might even yet return. But there was no sign of them, and next day,
May 2oth, we saw the others start down from Camp II. We went
up to the Notch to meet them and our worst fears were confirmed
Mike and George were lost.
The weather remained bad for the next four days and there was
no possibility of returning up the mountain. But May 30th dawned
clear and Ted and I left Base Camp soon after five to go round to
the far (west) side of the N.E. ridge to see if we could detect any trace
of the catastrophe there. We skirted round Ambu Gyabjen and went
far up into the enormous cwm which is contained by the N.E. and
N.W ridges of Ama Dablam. At the foot of the great north face,
which rises in a wicked sweep of ice and rock right up to the summit
6,000 ft. above, we stopped and searched the mountain again and
again through our glasses; but nothing came to light, and soon
the clouds settled once more over Ama Dablam. So what happened
is net known, but we like to think that Mike and George did reach
the summit as well they may have done before disaster overtook
them.
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THE MIDLAND SPITZBERGEN EXPEDITION, 1960
Mollie Taplin
June 24th, I960, I set out with five other climbers on an expedition to the Norwegian island of Spitsbergen, 600 miles from
the North Pole. The three-stage journey took eleven days from Newcastle, and we arrived in Magdalene Bay in the afternoon of July 5th.
The members of the party included Jim Kershaw, an experienced mountaineer from Cardiff, Tony Daffern, Harold Manison
and myself from Birmingham; Jo Porter from Leicester; Gill
Howarth from Sale. Our objects were to attempt unclimbed peaks
and to survey and sledge in almost unknown country We spent
seven weeks on the island.
The first five days were spent setting up Base Camp, carrying
loads of equipment to the Franklin Glacier, which was to be our
highway into the interior; the dump was three miles and hundreds
of loose boulders away.
On July 14th all was ready for our first move inland onto snow
and ice among innumerable cwms surrounded by bristling mountains. We dragged our two home-made sledges the five miles or so
up to Col Camp on the Franklin Glacier whence we had a magnificent
panorama of wide snow-fields and rugged mountains with complex
shattered ridges. We pitched our mountain tents on the snow and
set about making plans for the coming five weeks.
The next seven days passed quickly; during fine weather spells
we climbed, sketched, surveyed and skied. Then we moved on to
our next camp at the foot of some impressive peaks near the great
Waggon way Glacier. This river of shattered ice had creaked and
thundered throughout our stay at Base Camp. From its impressive
200 foot face at the head of the bay we had realised that to cross it
would be quite an undertaking. This face was ever-changing as the
heat of the sun's rays penetrated into the abyssmal depths of the
crevasses.
During the trek to our next camp we had the first of many
encounters with hidden crevasses. Throughout the trip they were
a constant danger and everyone fell in more than once. We had to
negotiate a snow slope of some 150 feet at a very steep angle and the
sledges, which were heavily laden with supplies for the next four
weeks, had to be lowered by an elaborate pulley system made of
climbing ropes and ice-axes to the floor of the Waggonway Glacier.
30
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In spite of poor weather, at our next camp we climbed a further
five peaks, one requiring a two-day effort, as well as providing an
ice-wall of technical interest. Time was passing all too quickly.
Soon we were on our way again sledging farther inland to establish
our third camp at the foot of Cafe Top, an impressive hog-back peak
of about 4,000 ft. We left camp in poor visibility the weather was
still bad, and the journey to Cafe Top proved to be more of an
undertaking than, I think, any of us anticipated. During the first
two or three miles the two parties of three had to cross many huge
crevasses by snow-bridges of doubtful stability and it was here that
we had the only serious mishap of the expedition. One party spent
five hours sixty feet down a 150 foot deep crevasse. They had been
crossing a large snow-bridge when it collapsed, and all three were
engulfed in the black hole. After a long ordeal in this natural
refrigerator they managed to climb the dripping vertical ice-wall of
the crevasse, salvage some equipment, and stagger the last five miles
to the new camp. While this was going on, the other three had their
problems too. A thick fog had developed, and they were walking
round in circles in a ' white-out'. Eventually the party was united
in the big main tent at Cafe Top and, after the usual night-cap of
soup we crawled into our tents, three of us thankful to be alive.
From this camp the party divided into two groups of three.
Tony, Harold and Gill set off with our one remaining sledge the
other being in the bowels of the Waggonway Glacier to walk a
further twenty miles inland. Jo, Jim and I set off at nine o'clock
one evening with packs of about 70 Ibs., on a ten-day excursion to
some big peaks which we had seen from the summit of a mountain
some days previously. The weather was near perfect, although we
were several miles inland; we walked twenty minutes, and rested
twenty minutes the alternation made necessary by the weight of
our packs to our next Base at Set du Severe.
The blue skies and twenty-four hours sunshine were not to last,
however. During the next few days we had to remain in our minute
tents while a thick fog obliterated everything more than ten feet
away, and terrific high winds tore at the canvas. Two days passed
in inactivity gallons of tea were consumed and the games of
dominoes reached double figures. In desperation Jo and Jim
climbed two shattered peaks behind our camp in dreadful conditions.
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The following day the three of us had a hard climb to the summit of
a fine peak several miles away across the big snow-field at our doorstep. The ascent was up a steep and rather tricky gully full of loose
rock just perching in the ice. Time was slipping away at an alarming
rate and the weather was still very bad. We decided unanimously
to move camp the next day regardless of the weather. So, after the
usual breakfast of porridge, we packed up a job we had reduced to
a fine art by now and trudged ten weary miles to our last camp
inland. The mountains here were the highest yet, and we were
hopeful of some good routes. As we arrived at our camp site among
enormous crevasses, the weather began to clear, and for the first time
for days we could once again delight in the beautiful landscape of
this lovely and unique island. This camp was named 'Echo Camp'
a huge vertical wall of rock loomed over our tents, and every
smallest sound was amplified on its brown face.
During the following days we climbed intensively, Jo and Jim
covering four new summits in one outing. And then came the time
which we had been dreading the time which I, at least, had thought
would never come: in four days from now we would be sailing out
of Magdalene Bay, perhaps for ever. Our last day ... it must be
one to remember. So we set off across the huge glacier towards
some fine-looking peaks; we were going to attempt two of the
hardest. The next eleven hours or so were spent on slushy snow
overlaying steep ice, on shattered rock ridges, and crossing gaping
bergschrunds by thin, narrow, if elaborately decorated, snowbridges. At last, after our most desperate day on the island, we
snatched a few hours sleep before trudging the twelve miles back to
Cafe Top and Tony, Gill and Harold.
After a journey involving the crossing of the most unstable
snow-bridges of the trip, we set off with the others for Magdalene
Bay. As we pulled our sledge the ten miles back to Col Camp we
were all unusually quiet each alone with thoughts of the past
seven weeks. The day was perfect and it was with sad hearts that
we tripped and stumbled across the Franklin Glacier, then over the
interminable loose boulders to Base Camp.
Upon our arrival in the bay we spotted several tents on the
headland a few yards from our own tents. A Swiss expedition was
also exploring the country and a few hours later we met the
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charming, and extremely hospitable occupants of these immaculate
dwellings. The following day we were entertained to an excellent
meal, and exchanged notes on climbs in the Alps, and on the island.
Then August 22nd arrived, and as the sun set for the first time
since our arrival on Spitsbergen, we loaded our gear into the tiny
boat which took us off to the little ship 'Lyngen'. As we slipped
quietly out of the bay, waving farewell to the Swiss, we could see
the seals playing in amongst the drift-ice. The whole island was
ablaze with colour, as though it had been set alight by some enormous internal fire. We sat in the saloon of the ship until the early
hours of the morning, our thoughts far away, back inland on this
enchanting island, the 'Jewel set in the Arctic', which had given
me, at least, an experience that I shall never forget.
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SANS GUIDE ET SANS GARCON
Jo Scarr
\A/E left Dover for the Alps on 28th July, Muriel Baldwin, myself
* ^ and Bambino (a Ford van). We had food for a month, one
small tent held together by string and mildew, ice-axes, crampons, a
rope,, a little money and a lot of plans. Rash? Maybe, but we
couldn't find any other girls who were free to go, and both of us,
after two seasons with male parties, felt that we would like to have
a go on our own. So armed with several lists of 'recommended
routes' and much advice, varying from 'I'd do the Charmoz-Grepon
traverse splendid route', to 'Don't go on the glaciers without a
guide', we set off.
We were heading for the Dolomites, feeling that we would be
safer on rock, even if rotten, than on the less familiar snow and ice,
but we decided to have a few days in the Alps en route. We chose
Chamonix because Muriel knew it well, but I had never been there.
Arriving at 11 p.m., dead tired after two days' driving, we pitched
our tent in the official camp site a dreadful spot which we left early
next day to drive to Le Tour at the head of the valley. Here we
established camp (or, more accurately, put up our pathetic little
tent) and spent a lazy day in the sun recovering.
Next day a long hot slog took us to the Albert Premiere hut,
which we found crowded with others who, like ourselves, had decided
that there was a much better chance of climbing on the lower peaks
above Le Tour, than on the giants plastered with fresh snow. We had
decided to try the Forbes arete on the Chardonnet, possibly somewhat ambitious for our first route, but a party who had been up it the
previous day had assured us that the snow was in good condition.
By surreptitious detective work (euphemism for 'eavesdropping')
we found that three other parties had the same route in mind so,
wanting to be alone, we determined to set off either first or last.
It was last ... In the half-light we set off across the glacier and
as the first pink sun-light caught the top of our peak I realised that
I had forgotten just how beautiful Alpine sunrises could be. On we
went, wending our way carefully through the crevasses, although
with footsteps to follow we had no route-finding problems. Then
the first ice-slope, crampons on, and the exhilaration of climbing
step by step on the crunching ice, sun on our faces, a sea of clouds
below and mountains everywhere.
34
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The first real difficulty was a little ice-wall which led on to the
arete proper, the steps were already cut, but it was still steep with a
gaping crevasse below. This surmounted, the ridge was a sensational snow comb along which we inched our way, very conscious of
the exposure. Some delightful climbing on rock-gendarmes, a little
more snow and then 'le sommet'! The others already ensconced
there laughed as we solemnly shook hands, but for us it was a
memorable moment the first peak either of us had done "sans guide
et sans gar9on". Moreover, \ve had enjoyed every minute of it, and
we both admitted that for very, very few of our previous peaks could
we say the same. After our six hours of climbing we allowed ourselves an hour's sunbathing on the summit, then down to the hut
and wine to celebrate a wonderful day.
The following day we moved over to the Trient hut, from which
we planned to reconnoitre the Aiguilles Dorees. We knew that this
traverse was an extremely long route, but otherwise, according to
our advisers, not too hard. We had the A.C.G. guide book and
this described the traverse from left to right, but that evening we got
talking to a guide who told us that it was much better the other way
round; when we enquired the reason he kept using a word we didn't
understand (and still don't). We were in rather a quandary, but
eventually decided to stick to our own guide-book and hope for the
best.
It was bitterly cold when we set off, and we felt very much
alone with no tracks to follow, and no-one else out at all. Spirits
revived, however, when the sun came up and we began climbing,
rather loose rock and some difficulty route-finding, but soon we were
at the first gendarmes. Some pleasant climbing and then we
reached the bit we had both secretly been worrying about, a Grade
IV crack up a large steep gendarme called the Javelle. We were
astonished to find that this was, in fact, an 'extra', one could easily
bypass it on a giant ledge. Should we or shouldn't we? Eventually
we decided to try it, or rather, I decided that Muriel should try it as,
in a rash moment in England, she'd agreed to lead the cracks and
chimneys, if I led the delicate walls and slabs.
The guide book mentioned that it was necessary to insert and
pull up on a jammed knot sling to reach the first belay so Muriel
armed herself with several assorted sizes, and led off. All went well
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until, a few feet below the belay, she tried to insert the jammed knot.
She tried everywhere but couldn't make it hold at all, so in desperation finally climbed to the belay without it. I was full of admiration
and decided Muriel was such a tiger that she'd better lead the next
pitch as well! Unfortunately our illusions were soon shattered when
Muriel called down ' I've found it, it's up here!' All we'd done was
to split the first pitch into two and a jammed knot runner was
essential after all. We reached the top and then abseiled back
down, a horrible moment when we thought the rope had jammed,
but fortunately it came down eventually. We'd spent an hour and
a half climbing a gendarme that we had no need to climb, unwise in
view of subsequent events, but we would not have felt the traverse
complete without it.
It was now 11 a.m. and we were still not halfway along the
ridge so we pressed on. All went well until we reached the great ice
couloir, but as we ventured on to the ice we realized it would not be
easy. The ice was too steep to crampon up, and when I tried to cut
steps I found the ice so rotten that it just disintegrated. I retreated
back to the rock, and we reviewed the situation. There was no
alternative route, the only rock was overhanging. If we had done
the whole traverse in the other direction we would have abseiled
down the rock and thus avoided the couloir, but it was too late to
change our minds now. After lunch and much discussion we decided
to ' have a look at' the couloir, for when we had traversed into it for
about 40 feet we would have a better view and be able to judge
whether to go on or retreat. This time Muriel led off, laboriously
cutting 'soup-plate' steps.
It took half an hour for her to go 4() feet, but then the ice seemed
to improve and she yelled down 'I think it's O.K.' Another halfhour and she was belayed and ready for me to follow. I proceeded
gingerly, finding that the rucksack tended to upset my balance; we
had made the mistake of taking only one sack (to save time sackhauling) which was inordinately heavy and a considerable hindrance
when climbing. I found Muriel belayed to a peg in the rock-wall
bordering the couloir. The stance was so small that we had to stand
on each other's feet to change places, and I would have led through,
but Muriel having started on the job wanted to finish it, so she led on.
In spite of the sun it was very cold, and all feeling gradually
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Muriel Baldwin and Pat Wood on the ridge
Photo: Jo Scan
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went out of me as Muriel slowly cut her way upwards. The ice was
so rotten with water running underneath that each step took several
minutes to cut, and I realised that a bivouac was almost certainly
inevitable. Other people were obviously getting worried too, for a
helicopter flew over from the Trient Hut and hovered over us for
several minutes, but I waved and it flew away again.
It took 1| hours to cut the 100 ft. up to the ridge, and when at
last it was my turn to climb, I was almost too numb to move. However with the help of a tight rope I sped upwards and then we were
there, on top of the ridge, with the most difficult part of the route
behind us; what a relief! We opened a tin of sardines to celebrate,
and then feeling very light-hearted, set off again. First an unpleasant
section of steep, wet snow on rock, then some beautiful rocky slabs
led us to the Tete Biselx, the highest point on the ridge. Here we
realised that a night out was inevitable, so carried on till it was
almost dark and then found a rock-ledge for the night.
We were not ideally equipped for a bivouac even though we had
foreseen the possibility we both had giant polythene bags, Muriel
had a duvet jacket but I had only an extra jersey, having nearly
bought a duvet in Chamonix, but finally decided to think it over for
a few days. How I regretted it that night! To complete our equipment we had a packet of Spangles and four dried apricots, having
broken all the rules and eaten our emergency rations for lunch.
Actually for a bivouac at about 12,000 feet it wasn't too bad;
tee'.h-chattering and no sleep, but a beautiful, still night, and with
philosophical discussion and a Spangle every hour, the time passed
quite quickly. After a breakfast of two dried apricots each we were
waiting for the sun to come up before starting, when suddenly we
heard voices. We quickly climbed up towards them and found
they'd heard we were 'missing' and come up to look for us. They
were very pleased to see us alive and well, and after pointing out the
way down, carried on to climb the Tete Biselx.
We thought the rou'e down would be obvious, but our adventures were not yet over. Somehow we got off route, and found
ourselves at the top of a vertical 50 ft. chimney. An abseil sling was
already in position so we were not the first to come this way, and
below us we could see the col and bergschrund we must cross. It
was an awkward abseil in a narrow chimney, so when Muriel had
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gone down I slid the sack down the rope and then threw the ice-axes
down into what looked like soft scree. Mine broke . . .
From the col we decided to abseil over the bergschrund, but
unfortunately when rigged up, the rope-ends just dangled into it!
We thought of abseiling to the lip and then taking a flying leap, the
last man (me according to Muriel) holding on to one end of the rope
as she leapt, but I vetoed the suggestion. The only aternative was to
cut steps across an icy gully to some rock which led down closer to
the bergschrund. This I began to do, finding the ice very thin and
rotten, when I heard voices immediately above. It was a French
party returning down the ordinary route who, seeing what had
happened, dropped me a rope. I had neither pride nor will-power
to refuse at this stage, and with their help we were soon across, down
the rock and over the bergschrund. Our ways then parted, so saying
goodbye we plodded back towards the Trient Hut, zigzagging to
avoid crevasses, real and imaginary.
The last slope up to the hut seemed endless, and when at last
we got there we found out on the terrace a great crowd who had been
watching our progress through binoculars, most embarassing!
However, everyone was wonderfully kind, we were unroped,
sat down, given a 4 pint pot of tea and told that we'd done the first
guideless feminine ascent. More and more tea, a huge meal and a
bottle of wine; memories after that grow very hazy . . .
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THE PIRATES OF THE BUSTACH
Denise Evans
/^LIMBERS with time but no money on their hands have often
^ been attracted to Plas y Brenin, regarding that admirable
institution as a place of refuge. I was no exception and one dreary
day in the winter of 55-56 I found myself asking John Disley (then
Chief Instructor at the Centre) if he wanted any voluntary instructors. Dizzy looked up from the bonfire which he was preparing in
the grounds of the Centre and said yes. Plas y Brenin was in its
infancy then, and in spite of the many improvements which have
followed since, the place had a peculiarly attractive atmosphere,
which I think it would be hard to recapture. It was an atmosphere
compounded largely, no doubt, of youthful vitality and enthusiasm,
but there was also an important element of novelty, for mountaineering activities were not then generally regarded as essential to the
programmes of educationalists and social workers. The season of
"moral worth" had not yet begun.
Of all the enthusiasts at Plas y Brenin Dizzy was probably the
keenest. Dusk would find him doing a steady jog trot all the way
from Capel to the Gwryd. Or he would whizz along the same road
in his car at hideous speeds, with his terrified passenger holding an
anemometer out of the window in an effort to record a wind velocity
equal to the m.p.h. It was on one of these January evenings when
we got back to the Centre at five and it was dark by six that at
Dizzy's suggestion we went to try a new route on the North Buttress
of Clogwyn y Bustach, the cliff to the right of and below Lockwood's
Chimney. Overhanging and vegetated, it was typical of the lesser
British crag. I noted a vertical wall topped by a fifteen foot overhang that swept up and across the face of the cliff from left to right.
There was an ascending crack at the point where the wall joined the
roof. It was the only fault and as the wall below was green and for
the most part devoid of footholds, a hand-traverse seemed to be
indicated. Dizzy launched out boldly. In some places the lower
edge of the crack provided good holds, but in others it was inadequate and crumbly, with the result that the arms very soon got tired.
Dizzy knocked in three or four pegs for protection and retreat. Fifty
feet away to his right the crack disappeared round a corner, which
from below we had guessed would prove extremely awkward. After
hand-traversing for forty feet he decided to come back for a rest
41
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while I tried. Pretty soon I came back exhausted and Dizzy
launched out again. This time he reached the corner where the
crack, which until now had provided some sort of edge, dwindled to
a crumbling shelf. It was very precarious, offering neither decent
handholds nor any good place for a peg and the wall below was
smooth and green with not the slightest friction hold for the feet.
Casting a glance round the corner, Dizzy came back along the handtraverse in the semi-darkness.
The next evening we were determined to get round the corner
and into the recess beyond. Dizzy wasted no time on the handtraverse, saving his strength for the corner. Somewhow negotiating
the rubble he gradually disappeared from view. There was an
awkward pause: then the rope ran out jerkily and in a manner
suggestive of struggle at the far end. The sound of hammering
followed and the rope disappeared confidently. Dizzy had belayed
in thd niche and it was now my turn. I found the corner every bit
as unpleasant as it had looked, but once round it things were even
worse. Between me and Dizzy, firmly ensconced in the niche, were
fifteen feet of smooth wall. "You've got to do a big stride!" he
said, with the grin of the person who has already made it. Half way
across was a hold of sorts. Tapping with his hammer Dizzy had
contrived to knock the top off a small flake to form a ledge about an
inch wide. It was providential. I got one foot onto it and then
lunged hopefully towards him. I then belayed to the peg while he
moved up the back of the recess, immediately above me. The
climbing was easier here for a while and Dizzy made rapid progress
in the direction of some large unstable-looking blocks wedged across
the recess under the menacing roof. The relief of reaching a good
belay had rapidly worn off and I now felt demoralized at the prospect
of the blocks coming away. I said as much to Dizzy and was heartily
cursed for my cowardice. Darkness was on my side however; he
came down and we abseiled from our peg into the gathering gloom.
The plan was to come back on Sunday, collect the four pegs we
had left in the traverse, and climb the overhang, using artificial
where necessary. I spent Saturday night at the hut, with a good
fire going: it was bitterly cold. At about nine on the following
morning there was loud knocking at the door. There was Dizzy,
pale with anger, with the snow falling steadily round him. "They've
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pinched our climb!" he said "I don't know who they are but they're
on it now. Come on!" Oblivious of the snow we rushed off towards
our cliff. Yes, there they were, the pirates. The leader had already
reached the niche, having made good use of our pegs. My voice
grew hoarse with abuse. Dizzy was more restrained, but I could see
he was shaking with rage. Presently I calmed down sufficiently to
be able to identify the vandals. I knew the leader and the second
quite well, I was not acquainted with the third man, but he was soon
to become known to us as Fitz. "We've had our eye on this climb
for months!" they protested. "Whatever made you come here
today, and so early in the morning!" we shouted. Not only were
they there on our traverse, making use of the pegs we had knocked
in, but they had knocked in a great many more pegs, and were doing
the whole thing artificially, just suspending their etriers from pegs
all the way along the crack. The second was busy cats-cradling his
way across as we stood there. I noticed that he was wearing naile$
boots.
In retrospect it seems childish to have been squabbling over one
or two hundred feet of lesser crag, but at the time it was almost more
than we could bear. There were no two ways of looking at it: we
had been robbed. While the snow settled on our eyebrows we gazed
at the leader with disfavour, but it was a disfavour mingled with a
certain admiration at the way in which he was now beginning to
tackle the final overhang. His second was belaying him from the
niche, while the third man had not yet started the traverse. By now
we were shivering with cold and Dizzy was champing to do something. So we decided that as the overhang had been snatched from
us we would continue our traverse right across the cliff, following
along 1he line of weakness below the overhang. The section on the
far side of the niche looked decidedly rickety, but we were determined to do something. By-passing the unfortunate Fitz with a
muttered apology, Dizzy launched out con brillo along the handtraverse making the performance of the others with their etriers look
quite absurd. I followed with a little less brillo, and when I got to the
niche I found that the second man was now engaged on the overhang.
This meant that Fitz would have to be held from the top of the
climb and would consequently be relatively unprotected for the fifty
foot traverse. We decided that the best thing to do would be to
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bring him up to the niche ourselves, and we contrived our ropes
accordingly. I was belayed to the peg in the niche and so it fell
upon me to bring in Fitz' rope, while Dizzy was belayed somewhere
above, from which vantage point he could survey the scene below
and contemplate our traverse line across the cliff. Fitz started. He
must have been blue with cold from his long wait. The rock was icy
to the touch, friction was nil and visibility was poor, but with everything taken into account he was very, very slow. We could not see
him as he was hidden by the famous corner, but we could guess by
the sounds that he was progressing "artificially." We also guessed
that he was not too well acquainted with artificial technique. There
was a great snapping and clanking and the rope jerked ominously
as pause followed pause. We shouted cheerful encouragements from
time to time but they were of little avail. I sat in my niche like a
frozen gargoyle waiting for the day of judgment. It was heralded,
not by the sound of trumpets and sawms, but by the jangle of
ironmongery. A hand appeared and vanished swiftly. Back it
came, fumbling for a lodging on the friable ledge we knew so well.
A knee hove into sight, hugging the smooth wall desperately, and
then at last a head. "Hullo!" we said, "It gets a bit awkward
here. Have a rest. You may find you'll have to swing on your
arms. That peg isn't much use." Fitz eyed us with loathing, me
especially. His left foot, the only thing supporting him, stood in an
etrier which was hanging from a peg some way to the left of the
corner. Above the corner, on the rotten shelf, there was in fact a
peg, wedged precariously between two loose chunks of rock. It was
no doubt mechanically sound, provided it was not disturbed. There
was the rub. Fifteen feet of vertical wall separated Fitz from the
niche, and fifteen feet below me was a smooth grey glacis of rock.
If Fitz fell (pardon the alliteration) this was where he would fetch
up. I grinned across at him. "Don't worry" I said, "You can't
go very far wrong!" Fitz glowered. "Tell me, he said, still
standing in his left etrier, "Has anyone ever told you they love you ?''
"Well yes, if you want to know, they have" I answered.,
somewhat abashed at the line he was taking.
"Well, I don'tl" he rejoined emphatically.
"Never mind" I said, drawing in the rope a little, "I've got
you just the same. It's just a question of waiting."
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I was interested to see how Fitz would negotiate the corner, and
whether he would fix his right etrier to the loose peg. At present he
was busy unhitching the left etrier and trying to hang on to something at the same time. His right etrier was clipped to his waist and
was swinging about beneath him. Whether our conversation had
made him muddle-headed, or whether he was in the last stages of
exhaustion we shall never know. But he seemed to have forgotten
that his right etrier was still only clipped to his waist, for he stepped
boldly into it with his right foot, with the inevitable consequences.
He was quite unhurt and when we had rescued him from his
predicament, Dizzy and I took our leave of the vandal cordee and
pursued our traverse line across the cliff. It was a pity to have
missed the overhang pitch, but it had been an entertaining day.
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MUR Y NiWL By Editor's request
Eileen Healey
TN attempting some greater mountaineering in 1956 I missed the
rock climbing season at home. I had no form that winter and
wondered if I should ever feel at home on rocks again. The next
Easter the weather was glorious and I began to feel my feet at the
Club Meet. Afterwards I stayed on in the club hut with Nea and
Denise Morin and one day we joined up with other friends for
Mur y Niwl. There was a party of nine on three ropes and I was
next to the last. My position on the rope meant that I had to sit
and watch the sun creeping up the wall before it was my turn to
start. It also meant that as none of the seven in front of me had
had much trouble with the route I did not dare make a fuss. I
arrived at the top thinking it magnificent, the sort of climb I
should do once in a lifetime.
After Easter I moved to Manchester and (on gritstone) contacted
my old friends in the Polaris Mountaineering Club where I was
introduced to a new member, Tim Healey by name. He had joined
the club in my absence and was living in Manchester and offered me
a lift to Wales for the next meet at the end of May. It was a superb
evening and we drove by minor roads to the hills above Llanrwst
from where we saw a glorious silhouette of the whole of Snowdonia.
We were camping in Cwm Eigiau, and gradually the awful truth
began to dawn on me that our climbing would be limited to Craig
yr Ysfa, and if the perfect weather continued it would be selfish to
keep that magnificent climb from my friends. I went to bed that
night half hoping for rain. The next morning the weather was
perfect and I mentioned the name to Tim trying to sound casual.
The name meant nothing to him so he was quite willing to try it.
We were ready before anyone else so we set out for the cliff expecting
to be closely followed, but there was no one else in sight when we
reached the rocks. We did Pinnacle Wall as a warmer up to fill in
time while waiting for the others, but still no one else arrived. I
had wanted a party of three for safety on Mur y Niwl but as we were
only two I suddenly had the bright idea that we could do it safely
if we tied two ropes together. The pitches are all short so that there
would never be a knot in the rope on which we were climbing, but if
either of us came off there would probably be enough rope for that
person to be lowered to the ground: By this time I had pointed out
49
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the line of the climb to Tim but he did not take to my idea saying
that we had better wait until we had a third person. He said that he
had never done Great Gully and thought this was a good opportunity
and off we went. I was glad that Tim was leading on the toe and
shoulder pitch.
It was still early but we had not seen any of our party so we
returned to camp where I did not have quite such a good night's
sleep, for I felt that by now I was committed to Mur y Niwl. The
next morning a party of about six set out. They gathered round
the foot of the climb as I started up the first pitch. I was having
difficulty in putting on the belay at the top of the pitch when I
noticed a crack lower down marked where a peg had been put in. I
took the hint and soon was well secured. Meanwhile those below
were rapidly losing their enthusiasm except for Tim, who in any
case was to climb last as he had been so steady the day before.
Eventually one was persuaded to tie on but after a few tentative
moves he changed his mind and retired. The next candidate was
equally unsuccessful. This did not augur well but finally Peter
Leadbetter, our last hope, was persuaded to try, and with much
encouragement from below he soon joined me on the little ledge. In
fact I had seen Peter climbing well on gritstone during the previous
weekend and I was very happy to have him as a second. He
immediately climbed up and put on the proper belay whilst I removed the peg. The next pitch seemed to me the most awkward,
but a pull on the belay sling was a great help, and then it was a case
of avoiding the loose blocks. There is a good stance at the^ top and
Peter and Tim both joined me before I moved on. Above the stance
there is a crack suitable for a peg which Peter used as a belay and
Tim used the rock belay to give me really good security. (I copied
this technique from the experts I climbed with the time before.)
This third pitch includes the reverse mantleshelf in a truly exposed
position. I knew of course that the toe hold was well within my
reach but even so it was only by reminding myself that I had to
make it look easy for others that I launched myself into this spectacular move. Below the mantleshelf there is an awkward rising
traverse to the right followed by an exposed move up to the little
stance on the corner. I was soon joined and before moving on told
the slightly overwhelmed Peter that the next pitch was the crux, the
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hand traverse. I thought I remembered every hold on the climb
but it was a little while before I had worked out how to use the left
hand hold and launch myself on this pitch. I think it must be an
advantage to be short for the move. I felt guilty moving on before
Tim had made the reverse mantleshelf. The last man has less
protection on it than the leader, but he was soon up. A slightly
nondescript pitch followed and then I came to the pitch which I
announced was the one I would not be able to do. The crack is a
liUle strenuous for the fingers. I felt it but soon suggested that Tim
could belay me and Peter give me a shoulder. It was too easy a way
out not to be taken. Tim took over the lead of Pinnacle Wall and
we were joined by our friends who had retreated from the first pitch
of Mur y Niwl. I was last on the rope and had such a long wait on
a draughty corner that by the time I started I thought this climb the
hardest of the day. I asked Peter if he had done much climbing in
Wales and he said that he had had two or three days and done the
Milestone direct and North Buttress.
What a happy start this was to my stay in Manchester. I had
always thought, and I am now certain, that it is the best placed
town in England for weekend climbing.
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WALES : ' S9 and '60
Annis Flew
HTHE '59 summer helped climbers even though it reduced the Hut
water supply to a metallic-tasting trickle. Paradise seemed
next on our list. I had retired from its crux, in rain, some months
before, but was tempted back by Evelyn Leech's description of the
route. However, when I suggested Lliwedd, the party struck, saying
that it was wanton to spend this summer on north faces. I could
remember climbing on Lliwedd only in broad sun, whatever the
compass might now show. We divided on the facts; Tony and I
walked up alone. (Yes, I had to admit one day when we were
hardly able to find the East Buttress in fog). This time Paradise
steep and exciting went.
In the last week of that same bone-dry spell Tony and I
struggled to the foot of Cyrn Las. Everyone else seemed horribly
fit; we alone, must have failed an Alpine season. Our flaccidity
excused little pauses, drinks, a hand on the boulders up that long
approach to Main Wall. When a Rugby pair drew level, straight
from the Nose Direct on Dinas Mot, we tried to override their
hesitation about starting the climb in front of us. They were distressingly polite, and as I dropped our guide-book a hundred feet
down the screes, they destroyed all my excuses for delay by insisting
that they should go to retrieve it. Tony led the first pitch, I the
next two, and he the pinnacle traverse. Behind us Rugby complained about the rock, but I enjoyed the view and the modest but
sustained standard. I now defend Main Wall against all critics at
least in a dry summer.
In the third week of October it began to rain, and except for
some bad bouts of gritstone I hardly climbed at all until the late
Easter of 1960. With the Spring I had begun a rather selfish
manoeuvre: I wanted a party strong enough to force me to lead
Belle Vue Bastion. It took time to find, and during the planning
period I found as might be expected that my character had
deteriorated in yet other ways. From a total stranger I begged a
top rope on Wall Climb, Bochlwyd; and soon after I did the same
on Bell Vue itself. At the top of the climb my leader danced off,
abseiling to the Terrace on a single length of three-quarter weight
rope. I was left with the one man who could not abseil. We roped
each other courteously down North Buttress Route.
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The party and the weather arrived for Whit, when Denise
Evans, Mollie Agnew, Tony and myself climbed to the Terrace.
Denise, as pushing second, spent ten minutes arranging her belay
below the crucial pitch. When she had drawn on a pair of grey
suede gardening gloves the sort of thing a lady always uses for her
pruning I could do nothing but start upwards. Calmed by Denise's
flow of reassurance (she could in fact not see me at all) I reached the
Grove of Bollards. As I admired the sunny gulfs between us and
Grooved Arete, the others arrived at speed.
A party on the Knight's Move called over, 'That looks nice'.
'It is', I could only say.
'What's it called?'
'Belle Vue Bastion'.
A few weeks later came Soap Gut, with Pat Wood's style, as
she led the second rope, putting me to shame. The same day six of
us walked to Craig yr Isfa. We hoped for Pinnacle Wall, and the
windless weather suited us perfectly. Yet the narrow plunge of the
Amphitheatre awed us; the approach route was loose and dirty.
When I crossed the quartz traverse my second could not follow.
(Mollie hadn't helped matters by exclaiming before she danced along
the ledge, 'This pitch is just as dangerous for a second as for a
leader!') While Tony rushed Denise back to her family, Mollie and
Pat rescued my second. Then Pat nobly seconded me up a climb
that she had led an hour earlier.
Next day we all climbed Sabre Cut, with Dives' start. I had
an incipient cold and was running on aspirin. I disliked the belay
below the crack and caught my foot three times where I hadn't
intended to jam it at all. Mollie was very restrained this time.
Perhaps she realised that a comment like yesterday's would send me
off from mere terror.
Now we looked for climbs that were exciting but not too hard.
Nervously Pat and I considered Nose Direct. Jo Scarr gave us the
details, ignoble pebble and all. Pat led the first rope and I the
second, while Tony provided a philosophical shoulder for us both
on pitch four. We enjoyed ourselves in spite of a soon-dry shower,
and decided we would go on to Reade's Route, which Pat had not
climbed. On the walk up our real storm began, to the rattle of
thunder. The lovelv cwm below Crib Goch was blurred with rain
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and we crawled under boulders to shelter. That day Goff Francis
died in the Lake District.
In early July Denise took me to Clogwyn du'r Arddu, where
she led Curving Crack so smoothly that I started to follow in the
mistaken belief that the first pitch must be fairly simple. The inside
of the crack was a little greasy and six feet from the ground I fell off,
twice. I seemed to hear Tony's voice saying, 'Well of course if you
can't get up we must simply keep away from this kind of climb'.
(He had said this just before we suffered a family accident on
Scrambler's Gate). Applying myself seriously, I made it at the
third attempt.
The summit of du'r Arddu was beguiling; a view I had seen
only once before. Denise, as I feared she would, suggested another
climb. I must lead Longland's.
Denise was last on the rope above and I asked her too many
questions. We seemed to climb for hours and to wait even longer
at stances. As I held on tight and avoided an outward view the
torrent of exclamation and advice, the general Morinage overhead,
alternately soothed and terrified me. Below the overhang our party
stopped to eat. I started off too soon, swallowed my delicious halfchewed sweet on the crux, and barely reached the top. We bathed
in the Llyn and started home regretfully, leaving the great Cloggy
buttresses full and warm to the evening sunlight.
My first three visits to Cwm Silin were all in doubtful weather
and on each occasion we had climbed the Ordinary Route. Just
before this year's summer dispersal Mollie mentioned Kirkus' Route.
Pat and I walked over from Tal-y-Mignedd farm, past pools of
flowering water lobelias and through acres of bilberry.
I began to realise the delights of the Great Slab as Pat and I led
through its length. Only the grooves around pitch three were a little
damp; the rest of our route was delicate, open, but never frightful.
'Not the sort of climb where you can bang your knees,' we agreed.
I have since climbed Outside Edge, enjoying its exposure, but mistrusting the quality of the rock. We had no such doubts on Kirkus 1
Route; and longed for another climb of that standard to take us up
the four hundred feet of exhilarating slab again.
Perhaps I should have said more about single pitches and
moves on the routes I have mentioned. But moves are one's own,
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and my memories of pitches are idiosyncratic. After a climb the
guide-book certainties so often read strangely
' Straight up the slab and corner chimney'. Who can recognise
in this the black, wet and endless slab of Longland's?
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JOINT MEET WITH THE L.S.C.C.,
WHITSUN 1960, LAGANGARBH, GLENCOE
Present—L.S.C.C.: Miss C. W Barclay (President), Mrs. M. I.
Jeffrey, Misses I. Addie, P. Aikman, A. Clark, H. Konig,
E. Leslie, H. McGregor, C. Macnair, C. Pattie and H.
White.
P.C.: M. Bishop, M. Darvall, D. Gravina, A. Littlejohn
and N. Morin.
Guest: M. Agnew.
Unlike the corresponding Meet of two years ago, this was blessed
with almost perfect weather warm and dry with a generous proportion of bright sunshine.
On Saturday M. Agnew, D. Gravina and N. Morin climbed
Crowberry Ridge Direct, the first two continuing up to the summit
of Buchaille Etive Mor. A. Littlejohn, M. Bishop, M. Darvall and
H. Konig traversed the Aonach Eagach from Am Bodach to Sgor
Nam Fiannaidh.
Sunday was the busiest day of the Meet, there being by now a
full muster of L.S.C.C members. Attention was directed mainly to
the east face of Aonach Dubh. M. Agnew and D. Gravina climbed
Barn Wall route and Rowan-tree Wall and Quiver, and continued to
the summit of Stob Coire Nan Lochan. M. Bishop, I. Addie, H.
McGregor and P. Aikman also climbed Barn Wall. A. Littlejohn,
A. Clark, M. Darvall and C. Macnair did Lower Bow and Quiver.
Later A. Littlejohn and M. Bishop did Rowan-tree Wall and Archer
Rib. Mrs. Jeffrey stoutly ascended Meall a' Bhuiridh solo, while
the remaining L.S.C.C. members contented themselves with walks
at a lower altitude.
By Monday only the P.C. members remained. In perfect
weather M. Agnew and D. Gravina climbed Agag's Groove,
descended by Curved Ridge and hurried on to traverse the Aonach
Eagach. A. Littlejohn, M. Bishop and M. Darvall did Agag's
Groove a little later, but decided there was not enough time for
another climb. This, however, was not the end of the day's activities. In the evening, on hearing the glowing accounts of the
splendid views enjoyed by the Aonach Eagach party, A. Littlejohn,
on an impulse, proposed a midnight ascent of Ben Nevis in order to
view Lochaber by moonlight and watch the sunrise from the summit.
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M. Agnew had already departed and M. Bishop had to make an
early start the next morning, but M. Darvall and D. Gravina
received the suggestion with enthusiasm. Unfortunately the splendid
evening sunshine was followed by heavy cloud and the sunrise was
accompanied by dense mist. But the summit was attained. Incidentally, there cannot be many who, like Gravina, have climbed
Agag's Groove, traversed the Aonach Eagach and ascended Ben
Nevis all within the space of some sixteen hours.
There is no doubt that the Meet was a great success and
thoroughly enjoyed by all present. Once again we are grateful to
the S.M.C for their hospitality and to the L.S.C.C. for enabling us
to enjoy to the full the magnificent rock and scenery of their ' home
ground.' Is it too much to hope that such joint meets may become
a regular feature of our climbing programme ?

A. LITTLE JOHN.
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IN MEMORIAM
Dr. C. L. CORBETT
A NOTHER of our founder members has left us. Katie Corbett
died on June 22nd, 1960 after a short illness, aged H2.
She had a busy and interesting life. She was one of the earliest
women doctors and took her M.B. degree at the Manchester
University in 1905. She served for 32 years in the Child Welfare
Department of the Lancashire County Council. In the first World
War she went to Serbia with the Scottish Women's Hospital Unit.
She was one of the most enthusiastic members of the Club and
hardly ever missed a Meet. Her friendliness and placid disposition
made her a general favourite. In early years she had trouble with
one lung and that led to a certain shortness of breath, but if on
any expedition she could not keep up with the others, she always
arrived in the end. Her great asset was her courage; she never gave
way, and this, no doubt, was partly responsible for the heart trouble
from which she suffered latterly.
She was Treasurer of the Club from 1923 until she became
President in 1929 1931, then Treasurer again for several years
after the last war. She led the first Alpine Meet at Chamonix in
1920 when Mont Blanc was climbed.
She was a true lover of the hills and mountains and asked that
L. E. BRAY.
her ashes should be cast on Snowdon.
A/I" ANY Pinnacle Club Members will have had the hair-raising
experience of being driven by Dr. Corbett, who was a veritable
Jehu in her driving days, but I only knew her as a passenger; and
what an ideal passenger!
She would bring the minimum of luggage, just a minute attache
case, and there she would sit uncomplaining in my draughty Land
Rover, quite imperturbable; no nervous pushing on imaginary
brakes or telling me I was driving too fast. She would smile
benignly as she gazed out of the window, and count the number of
cars we passed.
And then, after an all too short weekend, we would drive her
home again, and she would invite us in to a scrumptious tea in a
room where numerous gaily-coloured budgerigars chirped their
welcome home to her.
The Dinner Meet will never be quite the same again.
JOAN COCHRANE.
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. Corbett was an asset to any party, either on the hills or in
the Hut; her quiet placid gentleness hid strength and determination ; her intelligence and sense of humour gave sparkle and
delight to any conversation.
For the first three years of the war I was evacuated with my
school to within a few miles of where Dr. Corbett lived. Her kindness to us and to our children I can never forget. We also learned
much of her popularity among staff and children in her work as
School Medical Officer under the Lancashire Authority a work to
which she gave extra years during the war. During our stay in
Lancashire she often entertained us to meals, or snatched a few days
in the Lakes with us. It was on one of these snatched holidays that
she and I strayed into the German Officers' Prison Camp at
Griesdale Hall, and after much questioning were allowed to go back
to the Ship Inn, where we were staying, only to find that the Police
had already been to check the truth of our statements!
As the years went by, Katie, as she was affectionately known to
her friends, still maintained her interest in the Club, and her great
joy was to be brought each year to the Annual Dinner. We owe very
grateful thanks to those of her friends who made this possible. At
the last Dinner she attended, in February, 1960, she was obviously
very frail, and at the end of the Meet, as we took our leave of her,
we felt that this was really ' Goodbye'.
TV WELLS.

JEAN GRIFFITHS 1955 1961
\X7ITH the death of Jean Griffiths on January 8th, 1961 I have
lost one of my closest mountaineering friends. To me one of
the highlights of the mountaineering year was my Spring holiday in
Scotland with a party of which Jean was always a member. Northwest Scotland was ideal for Jean. The days with long walks and
occasional rock climbs suited her perfectly Whether we were on
gneiss or Torridonian sandstone with her beautiful gritstone
technique, she never seemed to have difficulty, particularly on those
typical greasy slabs when most of us would be reduced to our
stockinged feet. On such severe pitches Jean would still be in her
nails.
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It was as a walker that she was most outstanding, being the
first woman to complete the Colne Rowsley walk, 70 miles over
rough Pennine peat hag country. Jean once or twice persuaded me
to try a '24 hour walk and each time she nursed me along. It was
Jean who carried the primus and she would hurry on and have the
tea ready at strategic points by the time I arrived. Despite her size
(she weighed 6^ stone) she would carry a man-sized pack. I have
never known her tired. She would be perfectly fresh driving back
from Wales with a car full of sleeping passengers who were quite
exhausted after one of her walks.
Jean was such a cautious and sensible person. She went to the
mountains purely for the love of them. There was never any tension,
never a moment of selfishness. I have never known her take a risk.
It seems incredible that she should have been killed in the hills. A
cornice gave way in the Berwyns at the one place where it was
possible to come to harm in that range. She and her companion
Vin Desmond fell two or three hundred feet and were killed instantly.
E.M.H.
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BIRTHDAY HONOUR
T^vR. Mary Glynne was awarded the O.B.E. in the Birthday
Honours List in June of last year for her work at Rothamsted
including discoveries in connection with wheat diseases and other
factors that influence yield.
Mary Glynne, whose native town is Bangor, North Wales,
graduated from the University of North Wales with an honours
degree in Botany. She has worked all her life at Rothamsted
Experimental Station, and, with reference to her award, writes
characteristically: 'Of course, I regard it as largely an Honour
given to Rothamsted, the only place in the world where I and my
colleagues could have carried out the work and experiments we did
. . . Rothamsted, the oldest Agricultural Research Station in the
world, was established in 1843'
Dr. Glynne was summoned to Buckingham Palace on 2nd
November, 1960, to receive her Honour at the hands of Her Majesty
the Queen.
We would like to offer Mary Glynne our most sincere and
respectful congratulations and to say how very proud indeed we are
of her and her achievements.
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MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS
SHEILAH ALLISON TIM HENNERBY, M.CH., F.R.C.S., 19.V.).
Paul, born l (.HJl.
VIRGINIA DEBENHAM GRAHAM NICOLL, 19f>9.
DEXISE SHORTALL CHRISTOPHER WILSON, 1959.
Deidre, born 1901».
To DENISE EVANS, a son, John, born 1959.
To ANN SUTTON, a son, Quentin, born 1959.
To RIENETTA HERBERT, a son, Peter, born 19(',<>.
To JOYCE TOMBS, a daugher, Caroline Jane, born 1959.
a son, Edward James, born 19()().
To PAT DALEY, a son, Timothy, born 1WO.
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REVIEW
THE LOTSCHENTAL. A Guide for Tourists, by the Rev. Prior
J. Siegen of Kippel. Translated by Ida M. Whitworth.
Titus Wilson, Kendal, 1960.
Presented by the Executors of Mrs. IDA M. WHITWORTH.
This is a de-luxe guide book to the Lotschental, well-illustrated
with photographs, and some delightful pen-and-ink drawings; and
a sketch map of the district.
There is much interesting information on the history of the
region, buildings and Peasant Art, traditional costume, family
customs and ceremonies, and religious festivals.
There is also a chapter giving a short account of each village
and hamlet, with their local legends. The book ends with a chapter
on walks and climbs, and a list of plants found in the district. For
a holiday spent in the Lotschental, this would be an excellent book
to take with one, both as a guide and for pleasant reading during the
holiday, and afterwards to refresh one's memory of this lovely valley.

D. M. KING.
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